
Mycena Cave Summer Discovery Dig Event 

Mycena Cave is, in essence, a virtual pet forum with gamey elements. Players can earn currency by 

playing games or posting creative works, which revolve around the forum/chat room based 

community. Additionally, every once in a while an event takes place, offering players the chance to 

earn extra currency or obtain items limited to that event. These events range from click-based 

assembly (click a button every x minutes to collect a thing, 

assemble multiple things into an object, send the object 

to another player for points, use points to purchase 

limited edition event items) to fully creative (write an 

engaging roleplay around a theme, or including a specific 

character). They can also be in the form of ‘quick fun’ 

games. This document details one of our bigger anual 

click-based events from the concept stage all the way 

through to the post-event analysis stage. 

Our playerbase is exceptionally creative, and generally 

loves to write, draw, or participate in another creative 

medium in their free time. As Mycena Cave is forum 

based, many of our players are literate and are passionate 

about using words as an expressive medium. After 

realising one of my player friends loves to play Scrabble, I 

started working on an idea to design a letter tile based 

event for the site. The idea was to collect x letter tiles 

every y minutes, assemble these into words and send 

these out to fellow players for points. These points would 

then be used to purchase limited edition event pets and 

items. Quickly jotting this all down on paper, the initial 

concept was formed (see Figure 1). 

After getting the idea approved by the administrators, I 

playtested the game in real life, creating a paper prototype 

with the use of some coloured paper (see Figure 2 & 3). I playtested the design, setting a timer and 

collecting 3 tiles every 15 minutes, and assembling words with the tiles I got. I quickly discovered a 

maximum hand size was a necessary restriction, and more importantly, I knew I’d hit a vein when 

one of my family members kept rushing over to my room whenever she heard the timer to help me 

assemble words with the newly collected tiles.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Initial Concept Design 

Figure 2 Paper Prototype Materials Figure 3 Actual Paper Prototype 



Having settled on a few set-ups to try (2/3 tiles, 15/20 

minutes), it was time to playtest with fellow staff 

members. Using Machinations, a random tile generator 

was created that would distribute three tiles at the press of 

a button (see Figure 4). An eggtimer website was used to 

time, and multiple staff members participated in a 

randomised blind playtest lasting 6 hours (or 18-24 tile 

grabs, depending). The letter distribution used was the 

standard English Scrabble set-up, and the word values 

were calculated based on the individual letters’ worth. I 

also looked at a series of multipliers for longer words, and 

calculated the amount of points the staff members accrued 

over time (see Figure 5). Figure 4 Random Tile Generator 

Figure 5 Playtest Analysis 



With the concept confirmed via numerous playtests and these numbers in 

mind, the actual development and deployment of the event could start. All 

staff members pitched in, coming up with pet and item ideas, drawing them, 

and coding it out. The gameplay board and ‘letter tile mine’ were developed, 

and the event was ready to go (see Figure 6 & 7). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 Gameplay Board 

What followed was an extensive analysis of how many hours/tiles/points (shinies) players got per 

day, how many hours they played/tiles & shinies they got in total, how many points they spent and 

which words they sent and how long those words were on average (see Figures 8 & 9). 

 

 

Figure 6 Letter Tile Mine 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 Tile Analysis 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9 Player Analysis 



Lastly, besides the numerical analysis, we also asked the players how they felt about this event. 

Previously, our click-events had been ‘click and assemble’ only, whereas this involved the conscious 

creation of words as they did so. A survey was developed in Google Forms and a report made based 

on feedback we received from the players (see Figure 10 & 11). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10 Feedback Survey Figure 11 Feedback Survey Results 


